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Background—The physiological basis of right ventricular (RV) diastolic function remains incompletely studied in humans.
The driving force responsible for RV filling, the pressure gradient along the RV inlet from the right atrium to the RV
apex, has never been measured in the clinical setting.
Methods and Results—We validated a method for measuring the RV filling pressure difference (RVFPD) from color
Doppler M-mode recordings in 12 pigs undergoing interventions on RV preload, afterload, and lusitropic states (error,
⫺0.1⫾0.4 mm Hg compared with micromanometers; intraclass correlation coefficient, 0.88). Peak early RVFPD
correlated directly with mean right atrial pressure and inversely with the time constant of RV relaxation. In 21 patients
with dilated cardiomyopathy, the peak RVFPD was 1.0 mm Hg (95% CI, 0.8 to 1.2), significantly lower than in
age-matched control subjects (1.4 mm Hg; 95% CI, 1.2 to 1.6). In another population of 19 young healthy volunteers,
the peak RVFPD was 2.3 mm Hg (95% CI, 2.0 to 2.6), which was reduced by nitroglycerine and esmolol and was
augmented by volume overload and atropine infusions. RVFPD was generated almost exclusively by inertial forces.
Conclusions—For the first time, the RV driving filling force can be accurately measured noninvasively in the clinical
setting, and the method is sensitive to detect the effects of preload, chronotropic, and lusitropic states. In patients with
dilated cardiomyopathy, the RV filling force is markedly reduced, indicating severely impaired RV relaxation. These
findings suggest that this is a useful tool for improving the clinical assessment of RV diastolic function. (Circulation.
2007;116:1015-1023.)
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plex functional 3-dimensional imaging methods, which are
clinically unavailable.5–7 To the best of our knowledge, not
even the magnitude of the physiological RVFPD has ever
been reported for the human heart.
The analysis of the pressure difference along the LV inflow
tract has provided crucial insight into LV filling. Briefly, in the
presence of a normal valve, the LV filling pressure difference is
determined principally by left atrial pressure and the rate of LV
relaxation.8,9 Although it has been hypothesized that similar
factors determine the RVFPD,10 this issue has never been
specifically addressed. If left-side equivalents hold for the right
side of the heart, measuring the RVFPD could be a clinically
useful tool to assess RV diastolic function because RA pressure
can be accurately estimated noninvasively.
Recently, the possibility of measuring intracardiac pressure
gradients by digital processing of color Doppler M-mode

ight ventricular (RV) dysfunction is known to adversely
affect prognosis in patients with a number of cardiovascular
disease states.1 Additionally, RV function plays a major role in
normal and abnormal cardiopulmonary interactions.2,3 However,
most research has focused on RV systolic function; the diastolic
properties of the RV remain scarcely studied in patients. Wellcharacterized diastolic properties of the left ventricle (LV) such
as relaxation have only been incompletely studied in the right
heart, almost never in the clinical setting.4 –7
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The driving force for RV filling is the diastolic pressure
gradient along the RV inlet, from the right atrium (RA) to the
RV apex. To date, the RV filling pressure difference
(RVFPD) between these 2 locations can be measured only by
sophisticated high-fidelity catheterization procedures or com-
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images has been developed by our11–14 and other groups.15,16
We hypothesized that this method also could be suitable for
measuring the RVFPD in clinical practice.
The present study was designed to test the reliability and
clinical applicability of measuring the RVFPD by digital
processing of color Doppler M-mode recordings. First, the
method was validated using high-fidelity micromanometers
in an animal experimental model, which also was used to
assess the hemodynamic factors that determine the magnitude
of the RVFPD. The noninvasive method was then used to
compare the RVFPD of patients with dilated cardiomyopathy
(DCM) with age-matched control subjects. Finally, the sensitivity of the method to assess the effects of interventions on
preload, lusitropy, and filling time on the RVFPD was studied
in a population of young healthy volunteers.

Methods
Animal Experimental Protocol and Data Analysis
The study protocol was approved by the local Institute Care
Committee. Twelve minipigs (weight, 57⫾7 kg; Instituto Madrileño
de Investigación y Desarrollo Rural, Agrario y Alimentario, Madrid,
Spain) were studied in a closed-chest instrumentation setup. Animals
were preanesthetized with ketamine and xylazine and mechanically
ventilated. Complete anesthesia and relaxation were obtained by
repetitive boluses of pentobarbital (15 mg/kg IV plus 5 mg · kg⫺1 ·
15 min⫺1) and pancuronium (0.2 mg/kg). Blood gases were measured
at 15- to 30-minute intervals, and the ventilator was adjusted
accordingly. Animals were euthanized at the end of the experiments.
Micromanometer catheters (Millar Instruments Inc, Houston, Tex)
were placed in the RA and RV through the right jugular and right
femoral veins, respectively. To avoid drift and to eliminate hydrostatic pressure differences, micromanometers were balanced in vivo
for equal pressure during a long diastasis after a premature beat.17 To
ensure temporal matching of Doppler echocardiography and invasive
data, a synchronization signal was simultaneously fed into the
ultrasound scanner and the data acquisition system and then retrospectively matched by cross-correlation. Pressure, synchronicity, and
ECG signals were digitized at 500 Hz on a Pentium III computer
with custom-built amplifiers, a 16-channel analog-to-digital converter board, and virtual instrumentation software.
Combined interventions on RV preload, afterload, and relaxation
were performed to obtain a wide range of RVFPD values. Preload
was acutely modified by intravenous infusion of nitroglycerine (160
to 600 g/min; n⫽5) and saline (n⫽4). Additionally, a high-output
left-to-right peripheral shunt connecting a 22F cannula between left
main femoral artery and vein was created in 3 pigs. Flow across the
fistula was monitored by a transit-time Doppler system (Transonics,
Ithaca, NY) and adjusted manually from 300 to 1200 mL/min;
volume expansion was used to increase preload further in these
animals. In 3 pigs, controlled acute pulmonary hypertension was
induced by repeated intravenous boluses (0.5 mg) of Escherichia coli
endotoxin (LPS 0127:B8, Sigma Chemical, St Louis, Mo) titrated
according to RV pressure and hemodynamic stability. Relaxation
rate was modified by esmolol (500 g/kg bolus, followed by 50- to
200-g · kg⫺1 · min⫺1 infusion; n⫽9).
The RVFPD curve was obtained as the instantaneous difference of
absolute RV-RA pressures. Additionally, values of mean RA pressure, peak systolic RV pressure, peak RV dP/dtmax, and ⫺RV dP/dtmin
were obtained from the micromanometric data. The time constant of
relaxation () was obtained with a monoexponential RV model by
nonlinear regression fitting the RV pressure decay data from the time of
⫺dP/dtmin to 3 mm Hg above the subsequent end-diastolic pressure.18

Human Population and Clinical Protocol
Twenty-three patients with DCM, 23 age-matched control subjects,
and 20 young healthy volunteers were included. Images from 2
patients, 2 control subjects, and 1 young volunteer were unsuitable

for analysis. Therefore, 21 patients, their 21 control subjects (healthy
subjects matched by sex and age), and 19 young volunteers constitute the basis of this report. The last 2 populations were not on any
medication, and cardiovascular disease was ruled out by history,
clinical examination, ECG, and Doppler echocardiography. In young
healthy volunteers, images were taken at baseline and during
infusion of esmolol (500 g/kg bolus, followed by increasing
infusion from 50 to 200 g · kg⫺1 · min⫺1 in steps of 50 g · kg⫺1 ·
min⫺1 every 5 minutes), saline (1000 mL in 15 to 30 minutes),
nitroglycerine (5 to 200 g/min in steps of 10 g/min titrated on the
basis of blood pressure), and atropine (1 mg). Recordings were
obtained during steady hemodynamic state, and each drug was
followed by a 15-minute washout period.
Stable DCM patients were referred from the heart failure outpatient clinic. In this group, LV end-diastolic volume was 148⫾48 mL
(biplane Simpson’s method), LV ejection fraction was 0.35⫾0.10,
systolic pulmonary arterial pressure was 38⫾21 mm Hg, and origin
was proven ischemic heart disease in 16 (71%) and idiopathic in 5
(29%). Tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion was 16⫾5 mm in
patients, lower than in control subjects (23⫾3 mm; P⬍0.001).19 In
DCM patients, tricuspid regurgitation was absent in 7 patients, mild
in 13, and moderate in 1; estimated RA pressure was 5 to 10 mm Hg
in all patients except 1.20 The study protocol was approved by the
institutional ethics committee, and written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.

Echocardiographic Image Acquisition and Analysis
Broadband transducers (2.0 to 4.0 MHz) were used on a Vivid 7 (GE
Ultrasound, Horten, Norway) and a Sequoia C-256 ultrasound
system (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany). Images were obtained
from an anteriorly modified 4-chamber apical view through either a
subxifoid abdominal incision (animals) or a transthoracic approach
(humans). Care was taken to align the M-mode cursor with the RV
filling flow as visualized by 2-dimensional color Doppler. Pulse
repetition frequency was adjusted to visualize the low-velocity flow
of RV filling with maximum sensitivity. Animal images were taken
during transient disconnection to the ventilator; clinical images were
taken during end-expiration apnea.
The method used for digital image processing of color M-mode
Doppler echocardiograms has been described.11–13 Briefly, if the
M-mode cursor closely approximates a flow streamline, the spatiotemporal velocity distribution of a discrete blood sample is provided
by the value of its corresponding pixel color: v(s,t), where v
represents velocity, s represents the linear dimension of the streamline, and t is time. Thus, the color M-mode Doppler recording
provides the data necessary to solve Euler’s momentum equation:
(1)
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where p is pressure and  is blood density. The first term on the right
side of the equation designates inertial (local) acceleration; the
second term accounts for convective (spatial) acceleration.13 Gradients are displayed as color overlays representing the pressure
difference between 1 pixel and another pixel located 1 cm closer to
the transducer (in mm Hg/cm; Figure 1).
Instead of using fixed distances between stations, we placed the
positions of the RA and the RV apex on the basis of the images,
attempting to match catheter positions in the animal validation
study.11,13 RVFPD curves were calculated by spatial integration of
gradient maps between these 2 stations. Onset and end of the filling
flow were determined visually from the raw color Doppler M-mode
image. In figures and tables, the temporal reference was established
at QRS onset. Temporal measurements are normalized to filling
time. Four to 9 consecutive beats were measured in the clinical study
for each hemodynamic stage.
The following parameters were measured from the RVFPD curves:
peak early, peak late, time to peak early, time to peak late, and mean
(time-averaged) RVFPD. Intraobserver, interobserver, and beat-to-beat
reproducibilities (30 beats from the clinical data set blindly measured
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Figure 1. Experimental validation analysis. A, RV filling pressure gradient image
from a representative example. Colors
represent the pressure difference
between each pixel and another located
1 cm closer to the transducer (mm Hg/
cm). Micromanometer positions at the
RV apex and high RA are overlaid as
white dotted lines. B, Curves obtained
by echo-Doppler (red) and micromanometers (blue). C and D, Correlation and
Bland-Altman analyses.

⬎3 months apart) of the noninvasive peak early RVFPD were 0.0⫾0.1
(⫺1⫾6%), 0.0⫾0.2 (1⫾5%), and 0.1⫾0.3 mm Hg (4⫾14%), respectively. Beat-to-beat variability of the invasive peak early RVFPD
measurement was 0.0⫾0.2 mm Hg (0⫾12%).

reported for these models. Fixed-effect coefficients account for the
mean expected values of variables once the source of variation
resulting from the animal/subject sampling random effect is omitted.
Significant linear mixed-effects models were followed by simulation
contrasts.21 Values of P⬍0.05 were considered significant.
The authors had full access to and take full responsibility for the
integrity of the data. All authors have read and agree to the
manuscript as written.

Statistical Analysis
Quantitative variables are expressed as mean⫾SD. Validation and
method variabilities were analyzed with the intraclass correlation
coefficient and Bland-Altman analyses. Comparisons between subject groups (paired and unpaired designs as appropriate) and the
effects of hemodynamic interventions and determinants of RVFPDs
(repeated-measures designs) were analyzed by linear and nonlinear
mixed-effects models, respectively (S-Plus version 6.1, Insightful
Corp, Seattle, Wash). Fixed-effect coefficients and their 95% CIs are

TABLE 1.

Results
Animal Studies
Hemodynamic interventions induced a wide range of variations of RV preload, afterload, and  (Table 1). Despite these

Effects of Hemodynamic Interventions in the Animal Study
Preload

Afterload

Relaxation

Baseline

Nitroglycerine

Volume Overload

Endotoxin

Esmolol

Beats, n

129

29

159

179

121

Animals, n

12

5

7

3

9

Heart rate, bpm

90 (84 to 96)

77 (71 to 83)*

70 (65 to 76)*

77 (71 to 83)*

74 (69 to 80)*

Filling time, ms

249 (213 to 285)

319 (278 to 359)*

364 (327 to 401)*

264 (225 to 303)

368 (331 to 404)*

Mean RA pressure, mm Hg

6.1 (4.9 to 7.3)

5.1 (3.7 to 6.5)

12.1 (10.9 to 13.3)*

4.3 (2.9 to 5.6)*

8.3 (7.1 to 9.5)*

Minimum RV diastolic pressure, mm Hg

3.8 (2.5 to 5)

2.3 (0.9 to 3.7)*

8.9 (7.6 to 10.1)*

4.8 (3.4 to 6.2)*

5.8 (4.5 to 7)*

End-diastolic RV pressure, mm Hg

8.8 (7.5 to 10.1)

8.4 (6.9 to 9.9)

15.6 (14.3 to 16.9)*

Peak-systolic RV pressure, mm Hg

33.8 (31.4 to 36.3)

31.4 (27.7 to 35.1)

38.1 (35.5 to 40.7)*

43.9 (40.8 to 46.9)*

8.0 (6.6 to 9.4)

32.3 (29.7 to 34.8)

11.1 (9.8 to 12.4)*

RV dP/dtmax, mm Hg/s

682 (584 to 779)

510 (388 to 632)*

522 (420 to 623)*

644 (533 to 755)

496 (396 to 596)*

58 (47 to 69)

56 (43 to 68)

84 (73 to 95)*

59 (47 to 71)

65 (54 to 76)*

RV ⫺dP/dtmin, ⫺1 䡠 mm Hg/s

425 (362 to 489)

428 (357 to 499)

365 (300 to 430)*

598 (530 to 665)*

376 (312 to 441)*

Peak early RVFPD, mm Hg

2.1 (1.8 to 2.4)

2.2 (1.9 to 2.6)

1.8 (1.5 to 2.2)*

1.8 (1.5 to 2.2)*

1.7 (1.4 to 2.1)*

RV , ms

Values show the estimated fixed effects (95% CI) from mixed models controlling for repeated measures within animal.
*P⬍0.05 vs baseline.
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TABLE 2.

Validation of the Noninvasive RVFPD Measurements
Absolute Error

Peak early RVFPD, mm Hg
Peak late RVFPD, mm Hg

Ric

SEE

⫺0.1⫾0.4

Relative Error
5⫾22

0.88

0.34

0.1⫾0.4

⫺3⫾23

0.78

0.41

Time to peak early, ms

0⫾19

0⫾8

0.97

18

Time to peak late, ms

2⫾11

-3⫾22

0.83

11

Ric indicates intraclass correlation coefficient; SEE, standard error of the
estimate.

hemodynamic changes, RVFPD remained relatively stable in
the 1.5- to 2.5-mm Hg range. Close agreement was observed
between the noninvasive method and micromanometers to
estimate the peak early and late RVFPD (Table 2 and Figure
1). By multivariate analysis, both mean RA pressure and 
correlated with peak RVFPD (Table 3 and Figure 2). However, the relationship between mean RA pressure and RVFPD
was highly nonlinear, fitting a quadratic regression model.
Baseline mean diastolic values of RVFPD obtained by
invasive and noninvasive methods were 0.0 mm Hg (95% CI,
⫺0.4 to 0.5) and ⫺0.1 mm Hg (95% CI, ⫺0.3 to 0.0),
respectively, and these values were not significantly different
from 0 at baseline (P⫽0.9 and P⫽0.1, respectively, for each
method) or during any hemodynamic intervention (P⬎0.09
for all).

Assessment of the RVFPD in Humans: Effects of
Hemodynamic Interventions
The peak early RVFPD was significantly lower in DCM
patients than in age-matched control subjects. In turn, it was
lower in age-matched control subjects than in young healthy
volunteers (Table 4 and Figure 3). These differences were due
to differences in the inertial component. Significant hemodynamic changes were induced by the pharmacological interventions in volunteers. Peak early RVFPD decreased significantly during the infusion of nitroglycerine and esmolol,
whereas it increased during volume overload and atropine
(Figure 4); additional changes in other RVFPD curve parameters were observed (Table 4). The peak early RVFPD was
almost completely determined by its inertial component.
There was no contribution of convective forces resulting from
the opposite effects of flow acceleration toward the tricuspid
inlet and deceleration once inside the ventricle (Figure 5).
Changes in E-wave flow velocity followed changes in the
early RVFPD, although the slope of this relationship was
highly variable among subjects (Figure 6). In DCM patients
and their control subjects, correlation between peak early
RVFPD and tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion was
R⫽0.3 (P⫽NS); there was a negative significant correlation
TABLE 3.

Hemodynamic Determinants of the RVFPD

Variable
Mean RA pressure
Squared mean RA pressure
RV 
Intercept

Fixed Effect (95% CI)

P

⫺0.08 (⫺0.17 to 0.01)

0.07

0.004 (0.001 to 0.008)

0.01

⫺0.009 (⫺0.016 to ⫺0.004)
2.8

(2.1 to 3.5)

0.002
⬍0.0001

Data are from animals undergoing interventions on preload and relaxation.
Overall within-animal regression coefficient⫽0.80.

Figure 2. Time constant of RV relaxation () as a determinant of
the RVFPD in the animal experiments. Data from each animal
are plotted individually for baseline, preload, and relaxation
interventions. RAP indicates RA pressure.

of the peak early RVFPD with age (R⫽⫺0.48; pooled normal
control populations, P⬍0.05).

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, our study provides, for the first
time in humans, values of the diastolic RVFPD. Furthermore,
our study demonstrates the feasibility and accuracy of a
method for obtaining these measurements noninvasively,
allowing investigators to characterize the driving pressure
responsible of RV filling in the clinical setting. The fact that
RV early diastolic pressure was negative and lower than RA
pressure was first described by Sabbah et al22 and Sabbah and
Stein23 using micromanometers in pigs and humans. Measurements of the RVFPD have been reported in dogs by
Courtois et al.24 In their study, the early RVFPD was
1.6⫾0.5 mm Hg, a value very close to our results, although
their measurement of the early RVFPD was computed as a
nonsimultaneous difference between the RA and RV pressure
curves instead of the peak instantaneous value we used in our
study.
Classical studies using fluid-filled catheters have identified
a mean pressure difference ⬎1.9 mm Hg at rest or 2.0 mm Hg
during exercise as highly diagnostic of tricuspid stenosis in
patients with rheumatic heart disease.25 This observation is
accordant with our results showing that, in the presence of a
completely normal tricuspid valve, the mean RVFPD must be
very close to 0 mm Hg when measured between the high RA
and the RV apex.

Cortina et al
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Clinical Study
DCM,
Baseline

Age, y
Gender, M/F
Weight, kg
Heart rate, bpm
Systolic blood
pressure, mm Hg
Diastolic blood
pressure, mm Hg
Filling time, ms,
Relative filling time, %
RV filling peak E-wave
velocity, cm/s
RVFPD data
Peak early
RVFPD, mm Hg
Peak late RVFPD, mm Hg
Peak early inertial
RVFPD, mm Hg
Peak early convective
RVFPD, mm Hg
Time to peak early
RVFPD, % of filling
Time to peak late
RVFPD, % of filling
Time to peak early
inertial RVFPD, % of
filling
Time to peak early
convective RVFPD, % of
filling

Young Healthy Volunteers

Age-Matched
Control Subjects,
Baseline

Nitroglycerine

Volume

68 (63 to 72)
115 (110 to 119)

68 (64 to 73)
99 (95 to 103)#

28⫾5
8/11
66⫾11
69 (65 to 73)
110 (106 to 115)#

80 (73 to 86)¶

64 (60 to 67)

46 (43 to 50)#

56 (53 to 60)#

548 (368 to 729)
55 (35 to 75)
28 (25 to 32)§

557 (478 to 637)
54 (42 to 67)
31 (27 to 34)¶

620 (553 to 687)
68 (61 to 75)
56 (52 to 60)

548 (480 to 617)
61 (54 to 68)
53 (49 to 57)

512 (444 to 580)#
58 (51 to 65)
66 (61 to 70)#

614 (546 to 682) 362 (293 to 432)#
62 (55 to 69)
50 (43 to 58)#
53 (49 to 57)
62 (57 to 66)#

1.0 (0.8 to 1.2)†§

1.4 (1.2 to 1.6)¶

2.3 (2.0 to 2.6)

1.8 (1.6 to 2.1)#

2.6 (2.3 to 2.9)#

2.0 (1.7 to 2.3)#

2.6 (2.3 to 2.9)#

0.5 (0.3 to 0.7)†‡
1.0 (0.8 to 1.2)*§

1.2 (1.0 to 1.4)储
1.4 (1.2 to 1.6)¶

0.8 (0.6 to 0.9)
2.4 (2.1 to 2.7)

0.7 (0.5 to 0.9)
1.9 (1.6 to 2.2)

0.8 (0.7 to 1.0)
2.7 (2.4 to 3)

0.6 (0.4 to 0.8)#
2 (1.7 to 2.3)

1.0 (0.8 to 1.2)#
2.6 (2.3 to 2.9)#

0.0 (⫺0.0 to 0.0)

0.0 (⫺0.1 to 0.0) ⫺0.1 (⫺0.1 to 0.0) ⫺0.1 (⫺0.1 to 0.0) ⫺0.1 (⫺0.1 to 0.0)

66⫾12
15/6
70⫾11
64 (59 to 70)
125 (115 to 135)

66⫾10¶
15/6
72⫾10
67 (61 to 73)
132 (122 to 142)¶

77 (71 to 84)§

7 (5 to 10)
72 (68 to 76)*

Baseline

11 (7 to 14)
79 (75 to 83)¶

Esmolol

Atropine

61 (57 to 65)#
89 (85 to 93)#
99 (95 to 103)# 112 (108 to 117)
52 (48 to 55)#

59 (56 to 62)#

⫺0.1 (⫺0.1 to 0.0) ⫺0.1 (⫺0.1 to 0.0)

6 (5 to 8)

6 (4 to 8)

7 (6 to 9)

4 (3 to 6)

9 (7 to 11)#

68 (65 to 71)

70 (67 to 73)

71 (68 to 74)

70 (68 to 73)

65 (62 to 68)

7 (5 to 10)

11 (8 to 14)储

6 (5 to 8)

6 (4 to 8)

8 (6 to 9)

4 (3 to 6)

9 (7 to 11)#

11 (9 to 14)‡

13 (10 to 16)储

7 (5 to 10)

8 (5 to 10)

11 (8 to 13)#

7 (4 to 9)

12 (9 to 14)#

Data are presented as in Table 1, accounting for repeated measures within subject.
*P⬍0.05, †P⬍0.01, DCM vs age-matched control subjects; ‡P⫽0.05, §P⬍0.0001, DCM vs young volunteers at baseline; 储Pⱕ0.05 and ¶P⬍0.001, age-matched
control subjects vs young volunteers at baseline; #P⬍0.05, young volunteers vs baseline.

Role of Inertial Forces as Determinants of the
Physiological RVFPD
The present study characterizes, also for the first time, the
fluid dynamics of the RV filling pressure gradient. Our results
demonstrate that the RVFPD across the normal valve is
caused almost exclusively by inertial forces; convective
forces are irrelevant at this location.
Because viscosity is negligible at normal intracardiac flow
ranges, intracardiac pressure differences result mostly from
the combination of convective and inertial forces. In the
presence of a restrictive orifice such as a tight valvular

stenosis, convective forces predominate, and the pressure
difference can be approximated by the simplified Bernoulli
equation. However, as the valvular orifice diameter increases,
the convective component decreases, and the inertial contribution to the total pressure difference becomes significant.
The lack of contribution of convective forces to the RVFPD
is related to the relatively low velocities present during RV
filling and to the “hourglass” shape of the RA-RV inflow
pathway. From the high RA to the RV apex, flow first
undergoes a phase of convective acceleration as a result of
geometric tapering of the fluid field along the tricuspid inlet.
Figure 3. Representative example of
RVFPD curve of a DCM patient (A), the
68-year-old control subject (B), and a
26-year-old volunteer (C). The thick solid
line represents the total RVFPD; dotted
and thin solid lines, the inertial and convective components, respectively. Notice
that the total RVFPD line and inertial
RVFPD are superimposed in the 3
examples.
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Figure 4. Examples of the effect of drug interventions on pressure gradients (A through E) and early RVFPDs (F) in a healthy volunteer
normalized for the filling period.

But, as flow separates from the leaflet tips, the cross-sectional
area of the right inflow field rapidly expands as it reaches the
major diameter of the RV.5 Consequently, intraventricular
convective deceleration generates a negative pressure force
that opposes filling, as previously described for the LV.13 As
a result, the effects of flow acceleration and deceleration
cancel out when the total RA-to-RV-apex RVFPD is measured (Figure 5). It is noteworthy that this spatial distribution
of the inflow field renders whatever method is used to
quantify the RVFPD particularly sensitive to the place where
the measuring stations are positioned.
The time-averaged (“mean”) RVFPD was not significantly
different from 0. Although this finding may seem striking, it
must be noted that, as formulated in Euler’s equation, the
time average of the inertial component of the RVFPD (mean
RVFPD) is 0 by definition.26 Consequently, this finding from
the catheterization data further confirms that inertial forces
are almost the only force responsible for RV filling.

Importance of Relaxation on RV Filling
A number of findings of our study emphasize the role of RV
relaxation as a major determinant of RV filling. First, RVFPD
values in DCM patients were 30% lower than in age-matched
control subjects, and, in turn, the RVFPD was 40% lower in
the age-matched control subjects than in healthy control
subjects. Second, pharmacological interventions on the lusitropic state using esmolol significantly reduced the peak
RVFPD in animals and healthy subjects. Finally, the analysis
of hemodynamic correlates demonstrated that the peak

RVFPD is determined by . Because of its thin walls and low
pressures, it could be hypothesized that the RV is filled
passively. However, several studies have established a role of
early diastolic suction as a determinant of RV filling during
early diastole.22,23,27 During this phase, the RV also is capable
of lowering intracavitary pressure below RA values and
continuing to decrease its pressure despite its increasing
volume. The finding of our study of a peak RVFPD lower
than the peak left-side equivalent (typically in the 3.5- to
4-mm Hg range) is probably explained by the slower relaxation rate of the RV compared with the LV.

Clinical Applications
Strong evidence has emphasized the importance of RV
function on prognosis in a number of cardiovascular
diseases. Despite the fact that the methodologies of assessment are heterogeneous, it is now recognized that impaired
RV systolic function is a major determinant of survival in
patients suffering from ischemic28 or idiopathic dilated
cardiomyopathy.28 In addition, RV function is among the
most powerful predictors of long-term survival of patients
with advanced heart failure, even more valuable than LV
ejection fraction.29 Importantly, these and other studies
assessing the prognostic and clinical correlation of RV
involvement have been based exclusively on markers of
RV systolic performance (see elsewhere1 for review). The
few clinical studies that have analyzed RV diastolic
function in the context of heart failure patients have been
based on either the filling flow velocity profile30,31 or
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Figure 5. Spatial analysis of the generation of the RVFPD along the RV inlet. A, Gray-scale M-mode image; B, pressure gradient image;
C, RVFPD spatial curves at the time of peak RVFPD (white vertical line in B). Note that the convective gradient contributes positively to
the total RVFPD as blood accelerates toward the tricuspid valve. At the level of the tricuspid tips (white dotted horizontal line), the convective gradient changes its sign as a result of flow deceleration within the RV.

tissue Doppler measurements of regional RV myocardial
velocity.32 A high prevalence of RV diastolic abnormalities has been demonstrated with these methods in patients
with heart failure.31 By measuring the true driving force of
filling, color Doppler M-mode processing allows us to
characterize RV filling closer to its more elemental physiological properties. The observation of significantly reduced RVFPD values in patients with DCM, unmasking
severely impaired relaxation in these patients, illustrates
this advantage. Hypothetically, the RV  could be quantified from the RVFPD with appropriate inverse regression
equations because the other determinant factor, mean RA
pressure, can be measured with relative accuracy with
Doppler echocardiography.20,33 Furthermore, it may be
possible to adapt the method to measure right intraventricular diastolic suction, as we have demonstrated in the
LV.13
Quantification of the mean RVFPD with the simplified
Bernoulli equation is currently the most reliable method to

assess the severity of tricuspid stenosis.10 This method has
been demonstrated to be reasonably accurate when Doppler
and catheterization measurements are obtained simultaneously.34,35 However, the present study demonstrates that by no
means is the method suitable for estimating peak RVFPD.
The study also demonstrates that, although baseline E-wave
velocity correlates acceptably with the RVFPD between
subjects at baseline, there is wide patient variability under
changing hemodynamic conditions (different slopes shown in
Figure 6); thus E-wave velocity is a suboptimal surrogate of
the RVFPD.

Study Limitations
Images from 3 volunteers and 2 patients were of insufficient
quality for analysis. This observation suggests that the applicability of the method may be lower for measuring the
RVFPD than in other intracardiac locations. A 2-dimensional
plus time generalization of the method could be useful in

Figure 6. Within-subject (A; interventions
on healthy volunteers) and betweensubject (B; all populations, baseline values) relationships of the instantaneous
RVFPD with the E-wave velocity. Withinand between-subject correlation coefficients are R⫽0.77 and R⫽0.73,
respectively.
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those cases in which RV filling flow deviates most from the
straight streamline assumption.
The low magnitude of the measured RVFPD is probably
close to the resolution of the high-fidelity micromanometers.
However, this is the best method available for direct validation of intracardiac pressure measurements. A functional
image processing approach has been demonstrated to provide
the distributions of pressure differences inside the RV.7 This
technique requires very high-resolution measurements of the
endocardial boundaries in 3-dimensional plus time and complex processing, which were beyond the scope of this article.
However, it is noteworthy that both the magnitude and
waveforms of the RVFPD curves reported with this methodology7 closely resemble our findings.
Importantly, each animal underwent more than a single
intervention. Because baseline data were not reacquired
before each stage, the statistical significance of the effects of
hemodynamic changes (Table 1) must be interpreted with
caution. A number of factors are known to modify RV filling
(eg, closed versus intact pericardium, spontaneous versus
mechanical ventilation, or awake versus sedated state). Assessing the impact of these factors on the RVFPD deserves
specific studies. Additionally, application of this new method
in patients with known RV disease from chronic or pressure
overload is warranted.

Conclusions
For the first time, the RV driving filling force can be
accurately measured noninvasively in the clinical setting. The
method is sensitive to detect the effects of preload, chronotropic, and lusitropic states on filling dynamics. The RV
filling force is reduced in patients with DCM, indicating
impaired RV relaxation in this disease. These findings suggest that the noninvasive measurement of the RVFPD is a
useful tool for the clinical assessment of RV diastolic
function.
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
Right ventricular (RV) function is known to be a major determinant of outcome in a number of cardiovascular disease
states. Outcome research on the RV has focused almost exclusively on systolic function because the diastolic properties
of the RV remain scarcely studied in the clinical setting. The driving force for RV filling (the diastolic pressure gradient
from the right atrium to the apex, the RV filling pressure difference) has never been measured in the clinical setting.
Recently, the accuracy of measuring pressure gradients by processing color-Doppler M-mode images has been
demonstrated in other intracardiac locations. First, the present study validates in a high-fidelity experimental setup this
method for measuring the RV filling pressure difference. Next, under well-controlled experimental conditions, the present
study shows that the RV filling pressure difference depends nonlinearly on right atrial pressure and directly on the rate of
RV relaxation. Finally, application in 3 clinical populations (healthy volunteers, dilated cardiomyopathy patients, and
age-matched control subjects) shows that the RV filling pressure difference measured noninvasively is a sensitive tool for
detecting changes in RV preload, chronotropic, and lusitropic states. Interestingly, a severe impairment in diastolic function
is demonstrated in dilated cardiomyopathy patients. By accounting for the true force responsible for filling, the study
introduces a new noninvasive method for characterizing RV diastolic function closer to its more elemental physiological
properties. Future studies assessing the clinical value of this method in terms of functional status and outcome in other
populations with subclinical RV disease or overt RV dysfunction resulting from pressure or volume overload are warranted.

